Review
Enthralling Mozart and Ferocious Rachmaninoff
from the Canton Symphony Orchestra (December 2)
by Tom Wachunas
It is always something of a letdown when Maestro Gerhardt Zimmermann doesn’t preface a program selection at a
Canton Symphony Orchestra concert with his special brand
of wit, sardonic or otherwise. Ever the engaging raconteur,
he didn’t disappoint on the occasion of the December 2
performance at Umstattd Hall.
One of the unique elements in this concert, billed as Audience Choice, was that the three program selections were
chosen from a list voted upon by loyal CSO subscribers.
The list consisted of three overtures, three piano concertos,
and three symphonies which Zimmermann offered for consideration at the end of last season. The winning selection
),.":,-.1),%)(."*,)!,'1-)--#(#9-Overture to La gazza ladra (The Thieving
Magpie).
In his introduction, Zimmermann told a story as riotously spirited as the overture itself.
He recounted how a certain Texas orchestra routinely started all of its concerts with the
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roll. But on the single occasion when the anthem was dropped from the program, the or"-.,#(-.&/("#''#.&3#(.).")--#(#)0,./,.."-)/() ." '#&iar drum roll, the audience dutifully and promptly stood at attention, ready to sing. At the
-)/() ."-)(,/',)&&.")--#(#)0,./,!#(-1#.".",) ."'."/#ence just as promptly sat down, clearly perplexed.
The raucous laughter elicited by Zimmermann’s storytelling was the perfect overture, as
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The atmosphere for the remainder of the evening shifted progressively into a more searing emotional climate, beginning with Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 24 in c#!". ,)'
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such that the soloist has nowhere to hide. There are no overstated decorations, no allowances for gratuitous pyrotech(#-2*.*,"*-#(.":,-.')0'(.(4)4,.
left none for this concerto. So here, Buechner’s own cadenza was a brilliant convergence of astonishing technical
prowess with riveting emotional thrust, reminiscent of
Beethoven at his most impassioned. And throughout the en.#,1),%."#(.,*&3.1(),"-.,(*#(#-.1-
-/*,&3../(.)."1),%9-/..,&3-/&#'&,#.3) .2ture.
Once again, Zimmermann addressed the audience, expressing his surprise at the sub-,#,-9'$),#.30)..)",."0(#(!9-:(&-&.#)("'(#() 9-Symphony
No. 1 in d"#&")(-#,."0(#(!9-:,-..1)")#-75,.",*,#.&8"
1-;/'')23."#-")##(!7".")/!".3)/1)/&"0-&. ,"'-9Symphony No. 4.”
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44&#(!&3,'.#."1),%#-).")&&#-#)(('&#(!) &#3(-1.ness with relentless bombast. The orchestra rose to the event with a stunning display of
razor-sharp clarity, tender lyricism, and startlingly explosive power.
"#&."#-1-,.#(&3().!)!(.&3#(.)."(#!".:(&#.1-()(."&--('#nently memorable and gratifying one.
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